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The Islamic occupation and perverseness of international committees have 
to be stopped and revised

Currently it is increasingly being tried by the Muslim side to criminalize and to pathologize a  
critical contention within international committees. This famatory behaviour has not yet been  
opposed hard enough. An alliance against Muslim demagogy and criticism-phobia is overdue  
and urgently needed.

A new world order under leadership of the western capitalism was announced by US President Bush 
senior after the collapse of the real socialism. But the progress after this historical major event took 
a different development. Instead of a worldwide political hegemony, a multipolar structure of 
conflicts has developed, marked by increment of potency of non-western cultures of dictatorial 
rights, which are identified with their specific ideologies. Along with China, post Soviet Russia and 
India, the increasingly radicalising and expansively behaving Islamic cultures of dictatorial rights 
are playing a major role. 

Due to their high number the Islamic countries are, in compound with other non-western 
autocratically ruled countries able to make a  reactionary policy of blocking and acclamation in the 
international committees, which is denying basic principles and value orientation of the modern 
spirit and diverting them from their intended use and perverting them on one hand and hampering 
an effective course of action against aggressively  totalitarian regimes on the other hand. The 
tokenistic fundament of ideologically political character of this alliance of autocratic states forms 
the bizarre ambivalence of the West as it is seen as a (historically attackable) place of colonialism 
and industrial imperialism, but as a place of enlightenment, human rights, the overcoming of pre 
modern kinds of rulerships and the secularistic democracy at the same time. By pointing to the 
capitalistic imperialism and colonialism they try to detract from their own pre modern reactionary 
and backwardly civilised condition, while they are trying to keep away the cultural modern spirit 
with its arsenal of emancipatory routing principles by all means. Itself being integrated in the 
worldwide economy profit orientated  operating does not evoke the anger of non-western autocrats, 
despots and parasitic clerics, but the experience of technological inferiority as well as the felt 
threatening of the own position of lordship by sociocultural and political processes of 
modernisation: secularistic democracy, pluralism, individual rights, freedom of opinion, women's 
emancipation, enlightenment, rational education, critical-reflecting science etc. 

As an offensively strategical very effective instrument of abatement against culturally modern spirit
in the hands of the 'autocratic alliance'  their apologetic of their own human rights offending power 
structures by abusive appointing on human rights has turned out. The Role of the demagogic 
precursor is being played by the community of Islamic Countries. So in a meeting of the ministers 
of foreign affairs of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) in Islamabad / Pakistan (a 
country with a very strong Islamic mass movement)on May 16th, 2007, the critical debate on Islam 
was insulted  as 'Islamophobia' and blamed for being 'the worst type of terrorism'. The hereby 
expressed totalitarian intention to pathologize and to criminalize any criticism on Islam, these actors 
managed to establish as a guideline due to their majority in the UN Council of Human Rights and 
therewith to pervert and to delegitimise  this institution. Now, The Human Rights Council is not 
allowed to criticise any religion and therefore not allowed to criticise methods contrarious  to 
human rights like stoning of presumable adulteresses, so called 'arranged marriages' of minors, the 
invocation to kill 'infidels', ethno-religious minorities and renegades, which are derived from 
religious norms. That means the Islamic occupiers of the UN Council of Human Rights are 
transforming this institution into an organisation that excuses religious inspirated violation of 
human rights as well as it serves the tabooization of the Sharia.



As soon as in 2001 a UN event disguised as  'conference against racism' took place in Durban 
(South Africa) and was transformed into a tribunal for anti-Judaism and uninhibited falsification of 
the term 'racism' by a majority of pro-Islamic actors. Under leadership of ambassadors of the 
dictatorial theocracy of Iran and other Muslim despotisms Israeli efforts against Islamic terrorism 
were being defamed as war crimes. The Arabian countries presented a draft resolution in which 
Zionism was equated with racism. The Protocols of Zion, anti-Semitic agitating cartoons and 
Hitler's 'Mein Kampf' were dispreaded. While 'racism' was only mentioned in that anti-Israeli 
version with exclusive reference to the Mideast conflict. As a falsification of history slavery was 
blamed for being a phenomenon of the West only, while the virulent slave trade in the Islamic 
fiefdom, which took place at least as intensive, was completely blinded out. 

Although the US and Israel withdrew their delegation from the conference, appropriate sanctions 
were not imposed against this scandalous conference.

Letting the UN Council of Human Rights give so much influence to ambassadors of autocratic 
Islamic regimes is about the same, as if one would let the 'NPD' work out the list of indicators 
according xenophobia. According to that what had to happen, happened: The defensive acceptance 
of the Islamic conquering and misuse of the UN Council of Human Rights made the proposal 
possible to arrange a remake of that scandalous conference named ' Durban Review Conference', 
which took place in Geneva from the 20th to the 25th of April 2009.  Using the formal excuse of 
taking action against racism, the hegemonic manipulators of this event were again planning an 
Israel-baiting event in the style of 'Catch the thief!' in order to abstract from violation of human 
rights within the Islamic dominated area. Unmaskingly, the initiators had invited the convinced 
Israel hater and Holocaust denier, President Ahmadinedschad, who stands for an evil religious 
system of terror with barbaric methods of punishment and repressing and who definitely should not 
be invited to an international conference about human rights. In an intact world order he would have 
to take seat in the dock of the International Criminal Court, just next to his internationally wanted 
counterpart Al-Bashir from Sudan, whose regime is presenting the current Islamic racism.

At least the call ' Boycott Durban 2!' didn't remain unheard. So Israel, USA, Canada, Italy, The 
Netherlands and Germany had previously announced their non-attendance of the conference. In 
contrast to that France and the United Kingdom attended the conference, so that once more the 
disunity and political incapacitation of the EU became obviously. Even the pope, who became well 
known for his reactionary brain failures in terms of the 'Pius Brotherhood', who is the headman of a 
historically very troubled institution, which better remained silent in terms of 'tolerance', previously 
praised this conference as 'important initiative in the battle against intolerance'. Hereby he 
supported the Muslim side once more and turned his back to the Jews. 

From now on the 'Initiative of European Muslims for Social Coherence' is, hiding itself behind  an 
inexpensive phraseology and hollow congress rhetoric, demanding  'guidelines against 
Islamophobia in public discussion'. That's nothing else but the infamous trying to avoid a critical 
altercation to the Islamic ideology and its system of justice by criminalising and  pathologising  any 
criticism on both of them. That means that the advocacies of the Islamic cultures of dictatorial 
rights want to trim the rights of free speech and free thinking of the European peoples. They're also 
trying to reprimand or system of education and our values of enlightenment in interest of the 
expanding milieu of migrants. That means the values of enlightenment  are being replaced by 
religious dogmas and the public is being complied to the dictate of an Islamic conform correctness.

In order to give point to this idea, the Islamic street mob is being mobilised as well. So it happened 
in Bern on the 29th Of October 2011, when 2000 radical Muslims were gathering because of a 
manifestation of the Islamic central council of Switzerland. There, they staged themselves  as 
'victims' in a politically bawdy way by wearing a Yellow Star with 'Muslim' written on it.



About this  Perversion two things are to mention:

1.) On one hand this demagogic seed starts growing, which was seeded by those paper pushers 
in several centres of defamation , who are trying to equalize Nazistic anti Semitism with 
Islam-critical attitudes.

2.) On the other hand this obscenity is taking place against the background, that exactly those 
Muslim immigrant milieus, the 'protestors' are originated from, are the main places of 
reproduction of anti Semitism and homophobia in Europe.

http://www.focus.de/panorama/vermischtes/islamfeindlichkeit-gelber-stern-mit-der-aufschrift-
muslim_aid_679560.html

The next act in this perfidous campaign will take place in Vienna on the 10th and 11th of Novenber 
2011 in form of a so called 'Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting on Prevention of Racism, 
Xenophobia and Hate Crimes through Educational and Awareness-Raising Initiatives'.

http://www.osce.org/event/shdm_nov2011

It is now the time to form an effective resistance against this large scaled Islamic smear campaign. 
Because trying to criminalise and to pathologise matters like free speech, emancipatory criticism of 
religions, and critical reflection on the Islamic culture of dictatorial rights should be stopped as soon 
as possible. It is already too late now to follow the old principle 'Beware the beginnings!'.

So the order of the day is a broadly based democratic alliance against Muslim demagogy and 
criticism-phobia including their supporters. 

Look up also:

 http://www.hintergrund-verlag.de/texte-kapitalismus-stellungnahme-gegen-gewalt-foerdernde-
hetzkampagne-gegen-islamkritik.html  
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